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Old Artist McClure
Edwin Raymond
LD MR. McClure, who lived over
on Bayside Avenue, was quite an
O
artist . . . and in more ways than one,
as some of us young folks from the
church found out on a Wednesday
evening!
Give him a piece of wood, a sharp
knife, and with his two agile hands
and ten nimble fingers, he would soon
have it carved into . . . well, into almost anything that you could wish
for. I had seen him carve a beautiful rose, a figure of an old sea captain, all those kind of things. He was
a member of our church, long retired
from active business. When he was
not at church, he could generally be
found sitting on the porch with a bit
of wood and that knife of his. And
at the "drop of a word", he would go
to work, with a soft smile, which
broadened into a wide one, as the
work was finished, as he would hand
over the finished piece for amazed
appreciation.
I spoke of a Wednesday evening,
in which we learned what an artist
old Mr. McClure really was. Some of
us decided to drop over to his place
and watch him work. And of course,
we would make sure that we had
bits of wood with us, for the occasion ! Sure enough, there he was, sitting on his front porch. But there
was someone with him . . .
As soon as we recognized the figure, a silence fell over us. It was
Theresa, one of the young girls of the
Sunday school. She was a good kid
. . . except for one thing. I would not
say it, unless I were absolutely sure
that it was true. But it was true, I
knew it was true, and the rest of us
knew that it was true.
Theresa talked too much. She was
an awful gossip. She would pick up
all kinds of scraps of information,
and turn them into something entirely different. And while she probably
did not realize it, she was doing a
good deal of harm to the church work
. . . especially as some of her words
came to the ears of the unsaved . . .
Mr. McClure looked up as we approached and smiled a welcome. He
must have noticed our glances, for he
cast a sly glance in the direction of
Theresa who was seated next to him,
and a kind of knowing smile crossed
his lips. He knew about that weakness of hers as well as the rest of us.
But he never said anything about it.
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He waved us to the chairs scattered about the porch, waited until we
were seated, then turned to Theresa,
saying to all of us, "well, here we are
all together, now. Our little girl,
here, has been telling me quite a few
things about our church . . . ", he
paused and watched us carefully,
"and since we are all here, perhaps
we can straighten some of them out.
How will that be?"
I know that I looked at him in surprise. Did he believe all those things,
whatever she might have said . . . ?
Or maybe this old saint had something deeper in his mind . . .
Leaning over he picked up a bit of
wood by the side of his chair. "Theresa brought this over, and wanted
me to carve a figure to set up on her
bureau. Just about to start on it,
when you came along. Well then, I'll
get right to work and carve this . . .
just for our friend here . . ."
It was exciting to see the way he
did it! The flick of the wrist, the
glint of the blade, the falling away of
the bits of wood, the slow but sure
shaping into a form. We leaned over
intent upon watching. Yes, it was a
figure, and from the looks, I would
guess that it was that of a girl. Flicks
of wrist and knife . . . and two eyes
took shape. Then the two ears. Next
the nose, followed by the rounding
out of the chin. Then . . .
I gasped in surprise. Mr. McClure
had made a mistake . . . first time I
had ever seen him make one! For
instead of carving a mouth on the
figure, he had carved . . . two mouths!
"Hey Mr. McClure!", it was the excited voice of Hank, on my left, "You
got it wrong! Only supposed to be
one mouth on that girl . . . you've
made an extra one!"
With knife poised above the spoiled
figure, Mr. McClure stared at us with
make-believe surprise. I could tell it
was make-believe! Then he grunted,
lowered both the knife and the figure
. . . and slowly turned to Theresa.
"Well young lady, I guess I spoiled
your little statue. I gave it one mouth
too many. Now isn't that strange?",
he pursed his lips, "why should God
have given us only one mouth, instead
of two? After all, He gave us two
eyes and two ears. Maybe, maybe
. . . ", he was leaning very close to her
now, "maybe God made it that way on
purpose. Maybe God meant that we
should only tell half as much as we

see and hear, and that's why He only
gave us one mouth. What would you
say, my dear girl . . . ?"
For a long moment, there was a
heavy silence. None of us dared to
breathe. It was clear now, what that
old saint of God was driving at and
aiming for! We watched Theresa's
face. First it was filled with surprise,
then as the truth drove in, it became
flushed with anger. She almost started to get out of her chair. But then,
as if.by some invisible power, everything was changed. For suddenly she
flung that anger-flushed face into her
cupped hands, and began to weep
bitterly, from the very bottom of her
heart!
You wouldn't know her today, for
she is so completely changed . . . a
quiet but more wonderful testimony
for the Lord. And if perchance she
should invite you into her home, be
sure to go into the living room, and
look on the mantle piece. For there,
set right in the center, is old Mr. McClure's carving of the girl with two
mouths . . .
As I said, that old saint was quite
an artist . . . and in more ways than
one!
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Editorial
White Unto the Harvest
S WE flew in and descended upon
the island of Formosa, thru the
A
clouds we beheld the green verdure
and beautiful landscape of this semitropical land of some eleven million
souls. The rice harvest is in progress,
and a very solemn reminder of the
words of the Master, "the fields are
white unto the harvest." How true
are these words in Taiwan. We marvel at the glorious workings and
manifestations of the Holy Spirit in
the spread of the Gospel among the
many mountain people, represented
by several aboriginal tribes, some
who were former head hunters.
The revival which began a few
years ago when some of the Tyal tribe
visited one of the larger Formosan
Presbyterian churches in Hualien
has reached far across the island and
has resulted in the establishing of
many indigenous churches. The
buildings are simply constructed
some of wood and bamboo with grass
roofs and dirt floors, but they are
filled with lively groups of Christians.
Some of the churches are being enlarged because of the continuing fires
of revival and outreach. This is all
done by donated labor and materials
by the native Christians, and very
little actual money is involved. The
glow of revival is kept aflame by the
burning zeal of the Christians themselves, as they continually give faithful witness to their heathen friends
and relatives. The pattern of the
early church, pictured in Acts is
again being repeated. Is not this
truly God's plan?
One native pastor of a large group
of one thousand members, resigned
to accept the charge of a small congregation of some fifty members on
the Pesgadore islands near to Formosa. In less than three years the
number has increased to over three
hundred, and his goal is one newfamily won to Christ each week. The
Gospel is spread by the members
volunteering one night a week, going out in teams to do house to house
evangelization. The fruits of these
efforts has resulted in twenty families being converted in a recent
twenty week period, and the revival
goes on. There are several million
yet untouched by the Gospel in Taiwan, among the Mandarin and Formosan speaking people, and the door
is wide open. Some 0. M. S. gospel
teams going out in pioneer work this

past summer have established eight
new churches in about two months.
We visited a leper colony in Taipeh
of almost six hundred. From this
group more than one hundred have
been won to Christ. They are happy
for a new church building recently
dedicated which has been the result
of the concerted efforts of Mrs. Lillian Dickson, a very energetic Presbyterian worker among them (she
thanks God for this wonderful gift).
It was an inspiring and thrilling experience to stand before such an
eager and expectant group as they
waited to hear from God's Word.
Many without fingers and toes but
happy in the Lord. Their physical
comforts are few and meager but in
closing the service they sang of "The
land that is fairer than day". As our
taxi pulled out of the grounds, during
a cold drizzling rain in the night a
small group assembled to bid us farewell, sang "God will take care of
you", and our last glimpse of them
was a happy wave of the hand as they
disappeared in the mist of the darkness. The lepers sleep on board beds,
padded very lightly, and must cook
their own food, as incapacitated as
they are, some without hands and
feet. Their rooms are dark and cheerless. Christ truly brings light
and comfort into their empty lives.
One Christian is so happy because a
special litter was constructed that he
could be carried into the church. His
feet had sluffed off. 0, how we
should praise the Lord for well bodies. Are we availing ourselves of
every opportunity to serve Him?
Have we done what we could? Life

continues on in the leprosarium.
Many families reside there and children are born under these deplorable
conditions. One bright spot has
developed in the opening of a children's home in Taipeh to save these
lives from the contagion of leprosy.
This project sponsored jointly by the
Presbyterians and M. C. C. under the
direction of Mrs. Dickson and Glenn
Graber now has ten babies in a comfortable and cheery home environment apart from their parents with
the missionary house mothers giving
the babies loving care.
Japan as well is an open field of
tremendous possibilities, with its
teeming masses of over Eighty Three
million souls, yet largely unevangelized. We have the joy of being out
with an 0. M. S. crusade team on the
peninsula east of Tokyo. We are seeing first century evangelization being
repeated. As we sit and pray and
talk together with the members of the
team consisting of six Japanese
Christians and the missionary, our
hearts are melted and tears flow for
we sense the presence of the Lord
very real and near. 0, the fervency of
the early morning prayers as the
workers gather together praying in
the Spirit, that God may continue to
bring revival to Japan and save souls
in their meetings from night to night.
The teams are covering all the area
thoroughly before they move on.
Small tents twenty by forty serve for
services and also living quarters in
one end for Japanese workers. In an
area of twenty by thirty feet some
two hundred adults or three hundred
children are packed. At present the
weather is rainy, cold, sometimes
mixed with snow, yet the people come
out and sit for a two or three hour
service. God is working in a wonderful way. From ten to thirty seekers
in a service with some glorious conversions. A month's campaign reaps
a harvest to establish a new church.
Then the team moves on to the next
town. Distribution is made daily in
every town of tracts and Gospels, and
every home is visited and touched by
the message of Salvation. More teams
are needed to speed up the work.
Pray earnestly for this work that
hearts may continue to respond, and
the workers have spiritual and physical strength.
Life is not comfortable here in the
winter months, but God is so near
and precious. Although we have been
cold and chilled in body most of the
time in Japan, yet our hearts have
been warmed and we have been filled
and thrilled again and again as we
have seen and felt the marvelous
working of God.
—Bishop and Mrs. C. J. Ulery.
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The Other Side
of Christmas
(Editors note: Bro. Myers passed
his 8Uth year the hth of August.)
Phil. 3:13;li. "Brethren, I count
not myself to have apprehended; but
this one thing I do, forgetting those
things that are behind, and reaching
forth unto those things that are before, I press toward the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus."
-pHE YEAR nineteen hundred and
I fifty two is past and gone. It has
passed away and fulfilled its alloted
time. As we think of God's love we
cannot plumb its depths. It has never
failed us. Many blessings and privileges have been ours. To some sorrows and disappointments have also
come. However, His love towers
above all the deep waters that may
have been our lot to encounter. God is
still on his throne and we have a
foundation that standeth sure,,II Tim.
2:19, and a kingdom that cannot be
shaken. Further let us cry with Dan.
4:3 "How mighty are his wonders.
His kingdom is an everlasting kingdom and his dominion is from generation to generation."
You and I have made a record that
will pass in review before the judge
of the earth and be sure we shall reap
as we have sown. This being true let
us solemnly look at the other side of
Christmas. We have brought our
gifts, sang our Christmas carols and
preached our sermons. We looked at
the glory side, we rejoiced to hear the
angels announce the birth of Christ.
We followed the wise men to Bethlehem and rejoiced with them that they
were not disappointed and that their
faith was rewarded by finding the
child that was to redeem the world.
Now for the other side. It reveals
a Saviour that was neglected and
humiliated. A life hunted and hated.
Read Rev. 12:1 to 6. In this we find
that Satan's plan completely failed.
Are we selfishly considering our
joys and forfeiting his sufferings?
are we? Will we forget the ignomy
and shame in his great suffering?
Satan hated the hour when Christ
was born. For four thousand years
man waited for Christ's birth. Truly
t© us it is gladness and song. However, to many then and millions now,
he was not welcome. There was no
room in the inn and now no room in
the hearts of men. "Room for pleasure, room for business, but for the
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Christ the crucified not a place that
we can offer, in the heart for which
he died." Yes the hearts of his own
people were not open to receive him.
The devil hated him because he came
to undo his work, to undo his grip on
us. The angel said "Unto us a child
is born, unto us a son is given, and
the government shall be upon his
shoulders. Yes he is destined to
bruise the serpent's head, to open the
prison bars and set the captives free.
One more glimpse backward. We
have had innumerable blessings.
Some one has said "As high as
Jacob's ladder." How about our returns to God? They may not have
been so good. What was done is done
and we cannot recall it. Every blessing that we received increased our
indebtedness to God. Let us look at
the text again. "This one thing I do
(Forgetting The Past) and "reaching
forth" to the things which are before,
(I Press) toward the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus." Looking back is a
failure. Example Lot's wife. To go
up stream we must keep pulling at
the oars, reaching forth with hand
and foot like a runner. The prize is
well worth our best effort. It is the
Crown of righteousness II Tim. 4:8.
Paul thought so. He suffered very
much to obtain it.
In this new year we should have

M !/'///

renewed holy ambition to make new
progress in the Christian life. Too
many make new year resolutions that
are never carried out, God warns
against spiritual indifference. Amos
6:4. "Woe to them that are at ease
in Zion." Matt. 24:12. "Because iniquity shall abound many shall wax cold."
Prov. 14:14 "The backslider in heart
shall be filled with his own way." In
Rev. 2:4 we have an example, The
church at Ephesus. It was patient, it
hated evil but it lost its first love.
Now what shall we do? Let us
make the best use of the life that is
left us. Let us do now some of the
things we neglected, correct some of
the faults that need correction. It
may be we were neglectful in prayer, not diligent enough in searching
the scriptures. "Search the scriptures
for in them ye think ye have eternal
life and they are they that testify of
me." They were written for our
learning. They teach us to fear God
and keep His word. They are the way
of life. When we find life we testify
of Him. Dear reader where is your
Bible now? Dust covered it may be
or is it filled with finger marks and
perhaps tear stained in places?
Finally may we all hear "Well
done, good and faithful servant, enter
thou in to the joys of the Lord."
—W. J. Myers.
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Text: Bless the Lord, 0 my soul:
and all that is within vie, bless his
holy name.—Psalm 103 :1
TWICE over in Psalm 103 the PsalmI ist exhorts himself to bless the
Lord. He does so in verse 1 and also
again in verse 22. He exhorts his
soul with all the faculties and powers
of his whole being to bless the Lord.
It may seem very strange for a person to speak to and with himself, but
that is what the Psalmist did. To do
so may seem very strange indeed, but
it is timely and wholesome.
In the fact that the Psalmist did
exhort himself to bless the Lord it is
easily seen that he knew and recognized the need of doing so. He, no
doubt, felt the dullness and indifference of his own nature in respect to
blessing the Lord, and for this reason
aroused himself to do so. He was
honest with himself and deeply concerned about his duty to bless the
Lord. Therefore the earnest exhortation to bless the Lord.
We, too, as God's redeemed and delivered people, should stir ourselves
to bless and praise the Lord. Blessing and praising the Lord is clearly
a Christian duty. And what is more,
it is also a fitting exercise. Praise
becomes God's people. It is a sign
and evidence of a healthful, vigorous
and victorious Christian life. Praising the . Lord is the evidence
of a tender spirit and a grateful heart, and these things are not
only the evidence of a healthful, vigorous, and victorious Christian life,
but they are also the secret of such
a life. When the spirit is tender and
the heart is grateful, the lips will
bless and praise the Lord.
Why should we, as God's people,
bless the Lord ? Can our praise be of
any advantage to the Lord? Will it
make Him any greater or any more
glorious ? Nay, verily not. The Lord is
what He is in the very constitution of
His character apart from human
praise. All the praise of the redeemed,
and of all the holy angels, and of all
His works cannot be of any advantage to the Lord. In fact, it is an infinite and marvelous condescension in
Him to hearken to our praises,
whether they be spoken or sung. Then
why should we praise the Lord?
1. We Should Bless the Lord Because
N-o Other Exercise Can Be More
Beneficial to Us.
No one can possibly contemplate
the Lord, reflect upon His character,
love, and goodness, and no one can
possibly delight in the Lord and not
become more like Him. And this is
exactly what we do when we bless
and praise the Lord. We may rightly

Blessing the Lord
W. S. Hottel
say, "Contemplation is appropriation."
No one can praise the Lord and not
be filled with His blessed Spirit, and
so be transformed into His likeness.
Praising the Lord redounds in blessing and results in transformation.
Praising the Lord shows a sense of
humility and appreciation, and these
things rebound in blessing and enrichment upon their possessor.
Praising the Lord makes a sense of
personal unworthiness and manifests
the spirit of loving devotion, and
these things flow back in larger blessing and nobler character.
Praising the Lord is beneficial in
every sense of the word. It enlarges
the heart, intensifies the delights,
deepens the love, elevates the mind,
increases the sense of appreciation,
promotes humility, and gives the
Lord control of the heart and life.
II. We Should Bless the Lord Because
He Is the Fountainhead of All Good
and Blessing.
It is of Him and through Him all
good and every blessing comes to us.
The breath we draw, the air we
breathe, the everyday mercies of life,
as food, drink, shelter, health, comfort, happiness, and success are the
expression of His goodness.
The spiritual blessings of salvation,
eternal life and every spiritual relationship, are the gifts of His great
love. The "Blessed Hope" for the future of eternal likeness to and association with Christ is the fruit of His
matchless and infinite grace. What

do we possess and enjoy that does not
come from Him? Nothing whatsoever.
Such undeserved good and blessing
deserves our highest and warmest
praise. Every true child of God does
praise the Lord.
Every one saved for glory should
praise the Lord here, for there will be
no room in Heaven for such who do
not praise Him. They would be unhappy and uncomfortable there. The
redeemed in glory will praise Him in
glorified bodies and therefore with
lips and voices more holy and strong,
than ever they can praise Him here
on earth. His praises will fill the
arches of heaven and will resemble
the rolling of thunder and the rushing of mighty waters.
There we shall praise Him in a
manner in which we cannot praise
Him here, for lack of knowledge, appreciation and strength.
Those who do not praise the Lord
here would surely feel out of place in
heaven, if they ever got there.
III. We Should Praise the Lord Because He Is Worthy of Praise.
God is infinitely holy and righteous, and He is eternal and immutable. He is also merciful and gracious and full of tender compassion.
His character enhances His glory.
The Lord is glorious in holiness,
fearful in praises, and supreme in
majesty. He is a great Being, high
above all, both in character and Being.
In man, we praise his virtues, but
at times there are scarcely any to be
seen for sinfulness, weakness, and
failings. But God is perfection in
Himself. In Him virtue finds its full
embodiment in one blended whole.
There is nothing beyond God.
God being ivhat and tvho He is, He
is worthy of praise. How shall we
praise Him, who is so high and holy?
We may think and feel that we cannot find words beautiful and meaningful enough to praise the Lord. But
that is a mistake. We need no fine
poetic talent. All that is needed is a
tender spirit and grateful heart. Appreciation of the Lord is the soul of
praise. He who loves can praise.
Let us pour out our hearts before
the Lord in the simplest language and
with perfect naturalness. Artificiality helps nothing. To come before the
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Lord in a show of pretense is unacceptable to Him. Grace in the heart
means praise en the lips that is earest and real. That is what is needed
to acceptably praise and bless the
Lord.
Let us praise the Lord with heart
and voice in joyous acclaim. Let us
speak His praises. Let us sing His
praises. Let us not be afraid to
praise and bless the Lord.
Let us praise the Lord with heart
and voice in joyous acclaim. Let us
speak His praises. Let us sing His
praises. Let us not be afraid to praise
Him aloud. Men all about us are not
afraid, neither ashamed to use God's
name in vain and to curse aloud. Why
should we Christians be afraid or
ashamed to praise the Lord aloud?
0 Lord, Thou art great, and good,
and glorious! 0 Lord, our Lord, we
praise Thee and bless Thy holy name!
Forever and forever we shall bless
Thy blessed name. Hallelujah!
—Gospel Herald.
» -*»fc" 4

From a General's Desk
VER THE desk of General Douglas
MacArthur's office at his Manila
O
headquarters hung three frames. In
one was a portrait of Washington, in
another one a portrait of Lincoln, and
in the third was a message which
read as follows:
"Youth is not a time of life—it is a
state of mind. It is a temper of the
will, a quality of the imagination, a
vigor of the emotions, a predominance of courage over timidity, of the
appetite for adventure over the love
of ease.
"Nobody grows old by merely living a number of years; people grow
old by deserting their ideals.
"Years wrinkle the skin, but to
give up enthusiasm wrinkles the soul.
"Worry, doubt, self-distrust, fear
and despair—these are the long years
that bow the head and crush the
spirit.
"Whether seventy or sixteen, there
is in everyone's heart the love of wonder, the sweet amazement of the stars
and the starlike things and thoughts,
the undaunted challenge of events, the
unfailing childlike hunger for what
next, and the joy and game of life.
"When the wires are all down and
the central place of your heart is
covered with the snows of pessimism
and the ice of cynicism, then certainly you are grown old—whatever your
years.
""You are as young as your faith, as
old as your doubt. You are as young
as your self-confidence and as old as
your fear. You are as young as your
hope, as old as your despair.

One Grain of Corn
Fred T. Fuge
iT WAS DURING one of our ThanksI giving services among the Zulus in
Africa that this story had its beginning. But only God knows just where
it may end.
It was on a Sunday afternoon, and
we had gathered for the great service
of the week. The church was filled
to capacity with Zulu men, women
and little children. Many, if not the
majority, were raw heathen, clad
only with a piece of skin in back, and
an apron of monkey-tails in front
(that was the men). As usual, the
meeting opened with a rousing Zulu
hymn. No organ or instrument of
any kind was needed to lead the shining black choir—the deep bass voices
and high sounding tenor, with all the
other notes thrown in. It was magnificent. It rolled, vollied and thundered. But before the opening prayer, this volume of singing slowly died
away—or rather, sank into a quiet,
peaceful calm, like the waves of the
sea after the storm has passed.
After the prayer came the "Umnikelo," the sacrifice or, in English,
the offering of the Lord. It was a
sort of old Israelitish offering reborn. A little of almost all the good

r-

GOD WILL
REWARD
A CHEERFUL GIVER
I've formed a partnership with God
It's free of all expense.
He furnishes all the capital.
And I get nine-tenths.
He gives me wisdom, guidance, strength,
And power for all details.
I pay one-tenth for all of that.
My partner never fails.

and useful things that the people possessed went to make it up: a few
sweet potatoes, a pumpkin, sugar
cane, ground nuts, wild berries, with
a few handfuls of beans and a dish of
corn. Almost everyone wanted to
have a share in the "Umnikelo" (the
offering).
One stalwart Zulu man, six feet or
more, with little more on his body
than what he brought into the world
with him, eagerly watched the proceedings, but he had nothing to give.
Presently, one grain of corn dropped
to the floor from another offering.
The big black Zulu stepped out and
picked it up and, with it firmly gripped between his thumb and finger,
and with all the seriousness that he
could command, he laid it in the offering basket. Then he walked away, apparently as well satisfied as anyone
who had given an offering to the
Lord on that Thanksgiving Day.
We did not think much about it at
the time; it was allowed to pass with
many other almost unthinkable
things that happened among the
Zulus. But if that lone grain of corn
had been planted, with all its increase
for the last twenty-five years, just
think of what might have been laid
up in the Bank of Heaven to the account of that old Zulu man. And then,
if that amount had been wisely spent
for the Lord's work, what souls might
have been saved, what Sunday schools
and missions established, and what
Bibles scattered! Only God knows
what might have been the glorious
history of that wonderful grain of
corn.
The mite of the ancient widow may
shine no brighter in the annals of
Gospel triumph than the Zulu's grain
of corn which he picked up from the
Mission floor and gave in the offering
on that Thanksgiving afternoon, a
quarter of a hundred years ago.
There is in that little incident a
wonderful lesson for me; may it be
a lesson to you!
That grain of corn was all that the
heathen Zulu had to give as a thank
offering to "Nkulunkulu" (The Almighty One) but he gave it with a
willing heart. What have you and I
done? What can we do? And —will
we do it now ?
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Relief Worka Spiritual Ministry
Jacob T. Friesen, MCC director in Frankfurt,
"i ORD, use these material things to
L help not only the body, but also
the souls of men." Countless times
that prayer was offered as we gave to
relief. Today we know God answered
these prayers.
Our gifts brought food and clothing for the body, and hope and courage to the soul. God did not stop
there. He used the witness of consecrated workers to pry open doors that
seemed hopelessly barred. The spiritual need of an entire people was laid
bare. This was none other than a direct answer to the prayers of M. C. C.
donors and the consecrated testimony
of workers.
Almost 100 per cent of Germany's
people are nominal church members.
The two major religious bodies,
Lutheran and Catholic, have for foutcenturies baptized children of their
families placing every name oh the
church role. Church life became progressively more formal and impersonal. Religious instruction was taught
as another academic subject in the
public school. The inevitable catechical instruction raised a generation
that knew many of the stories and
facts in the Bible but had failed to
meet the Saviour.
Relief "in the name of Christ" cannot end with hunger satisfied and
clothes fitted. But where does it go
from here? The concern of M. C. C.
in recent years has been to find an
acceptable answer. We speak of it
as "a spiritual ministry." Is this
identical with missions ? Yes and No!
The means God chose was not the
familiar mapping out of a geographical area and establishment of mission stations. God used the ministry
of relief to give meaning and authority to the call of Christ upon people
who had grown indifferent through
traditionalism and formalism. A
disillusioned people would have no
mere pious words.
We cannot picture a spiritual
ministry as vividly as a relief distribution or the moving of a shipload of
refugees. But certain concrete facts
will point the way.
l..We are building congregations.'
Distances separating our Mennonite
refugee families m a k e effective
church and community life impossible. We build congregations by

L

Germany

ferences, regular Mennonite conferences, and other gatherings. They also take every opportunity to visit
families in special needs pastors'
homes, and the homes of leaders who
carry heavy responsibilities in an effort to give them encouragement to
undertake even greater tasks for
Christ and His church. One M. C. C.
worker on long-term appointment is
devoting his full time to preaching,
teaching and evangelizing in and
through the local German Mennonite
congregations. He serves regularly
at youth meetings, retreats and related opportunities.

building refugee homes. Six hundred
families are being gathered in four
localities. Each is to be enlarged
later. An active church is developing in these centers. Youth meetings,
3. We seek to lead youth. Among
Bible classes, sings, and regular worship services are becoming a part of the-most needy of the needy in Germany is youth. Ideals have been shatthe life of each settlement.
tered and a m b i t i o n s frustrated.
We build congregations by assist- False teachings, half truths and sin
ing in resettling refugee families in of every description find ready soil in
a Mennonite community. These not the hearts of these young people. In
only add numerical strength but pro- northern Germany a young man is
vide new interest, and vision as well spending his entire time planning
as a challenge for the local Mennon- week-end retreats the year around,
ites to become more active.
scheduling youth meetings, leading
Bible studies, counseling with youth,
M. C. C. personnel provide leader- leading them to Christ and helping
ship, vision, missionary zeal, and a them to find an answer to their deepgenuine fellowship by becoming a est spiritual needs. This summer the
vital part of the church life. It is our M. C. C. provided a vehicle, driver,
hope that these congregations will be- tents and cots for a series of tent
come strong enough to reach out to camp retreats at key places where
evangelize and to strengthen their youth could draw apart for a week of
missionary outreach as an active con- study and dedication. An M. C. C.
gregation no longer needing the help worker also served as Bible teacher
and encouragement of the M. C. C. in these camps. Retreats were also
centers.
held in southern Germany with M. C.
2. We are assisting pastors in C. personnel participating.
evangelizing and establishing churchWe teach children. Here again
es. Every ordained pastor now in M. we4.confront
a need of overwhelming
C. C. as well as lay members who feel- dimension. Two
children's homes and
called to render such service are four neighborhood centers provide
leading or assisting regularly in opportunity for an intensive daily
preaching services, Bible conferences,
youth meetings, pastors' study con(Continued on page fifteen)
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CHURCH

DIRECTORY

AS SLATED BY THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
Permanent Church Headquarters

Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home
2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania—Telephone 3-9881
Attention of General Conference Secretary
Institutions
Bulawayo Outstations: Rev. and Mrs. Roy
H. Mann
E. V. Publishing House, Nappanee, Indiana,
Matopo Mission, P. B. T 191, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Eld. Ervvin W. Thomas, Manager.
Rev* and Mrs. Alvin J. Book, Rev. and Mrs.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Ira M. Stern, Misses Mary H. Brenaman,
Ira M. Eyster, President.
Elizabeth H. Engle, Anna M. Eyster, Ethel
C. Heisey, Dorothy M. Martin, Mary C.
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
Engle
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Mtshabezi Mission, Outstations, Hospital: P.
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg,
B. 102 M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia,
Pa. Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron. Telephone 2-7836.
Africa
Mission: Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey,
Messiah Children's Home, R. R. 1, Mt. Joy.Pa
Misses F. Mabel Frey, Fannie LongeneekBro. and Sr. Ralph H. Musser, Steward and
er, Annie E. Winger
Outstations:
Rev. and Mrs. Chester F. WingMatron.
ert
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Supt.
Hospital: Rev. (Dr.) and Mrs. Alvan . E.
Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth SchThuma, Miss Rhoda G. Lenhert
Wanezi Mission, Outstations, Bible School: P.
radley.
O. Box 5, Filabusi, Southern Rhodesia,
Niagara Christian College, Fort Erie, North
Africa
Mission, Bible School: Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl
Ont., Bishop Edward Gilmore, President.
Musser, Misses Anna R. Engle, Florence
The Christian l i g h t Press
.,,*,.
R. Hensel, Mary E. Heisey.
The merchandising department of Brethren
Outstations:
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider
in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Macha Mission: p . O. Choma, Northern RhoNappanee, Ind., Chambersburg, Pa.
desia, Africa
Main office: Elizabethtown, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey. Misses
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Upland College, Upland, California.
Lula G. Asper, Anna J. Graybill, Edna M.
Dr. H. G. Brubaker, President.
Switzer, Edna E. Lehman.
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Choma, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa
T r e a s u r e r s of t h e Church B o a r d s
Rev. and Mrs. D. E. Climenhaga, Miss
Anna L. Kettering, Rev. and Mrs. Frank
Executive Board: Harvey W. Hoke, West MilKipe
ton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. L. Heise,
Missionaries on Furlough
Gormley, Ontario.
Bishop and Mrs. A. M. Climenhaga, Grantham,
Pa.
Foreign Mission Board: Carl J. Ulery, 1332
Sr. Mary C. Kreider, Campbelltown, Pa.
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Cariadian
Sr. Ethelda Eyer, Third Avenue, Upland,
Treas.; George Sheffer, Stayner, Ontario.
California.
Sr. Emma Rosenberger, 1151 Taylor St.,
Home Mission: Dale Ulery, 412 Dakota Ave.,
Springfield, Ohio; Canadian Treas., Edward Detroit 2, Michigan.
Bishop and Sr. H. H. Brubaker, Grantham,
Gilmore, Lowbanks, Ontario.
Pa.
Beneficiary: Jacob H. Bowers, Collegeville, Pa.
Rev. and Sr. D. B. Hall, 620 N. First Ave.,
Board of Christian Education: B. E. Thuma, Upland, California.
Rev. and Sr. Bert Winger, R. 2 MechanicsMarietta, Pennsylvania, U. S. Treasurer;
Pa.
Percy Cassel, Blair, Ontario, Canada, Can- burg,
Sr.
Anna Steckley, Gormley, Ontario.
adian Treasurer.
Elder and Sr. George E. Paulus, Box 38
Board for Schools and Colleges: John M.
Souderton, Penna.
Book, 247 Euclid Place, Upland, California.
Elder and Sr. William Hoke, P. O. Box 142,
Pleasant Hill, Ohio.
Publication Board: . Charles E. Clouse, NapSr. Ruth Hunt, c.o. Charles Hunt, Washingpanee, Indiana.
ton, Boro, Pa.
Sr. Verna Ginder, c.o. Bishop J. T. Ginder,
Free Literature and Tract Department: Ray
Manheim, Pa.
Zercher, Nappanee, Indiana.
Sr. Anna Wolgemuth, Lawn, Pa,
Belief and Service Committee: John H. HoffSr. Verda C.
Moyer,MISSIONS
Souderton, Pa.
HOME
man, Maytown, Pennsylvania.
Rural
Missions
industrial Relations Committee: C. W. Boyer,
Virginia (Farris Mines): Telephone
Secretary, 2223 N. Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio. Allisonia,
—Pulaski 2-8628. John and Ruth Schock,
Ida
Lue
Hane
Women's Missionary Prayer Circle: Mrs. Levi
C. Nissly, Sec, 665 N. San Antonio Avenue, Bethel Mission, Sylvatus, Va., Gerald and Lucille Wingert.
Upland, California
Bloomfield, New Mexico, (Brethren in Christ
Navajo Mission) c/o Blanco Trading Post.
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
Wilmer Heisey, Supt., Velma Heisey. Clara
Eberly Ruth Zercher, Ida Rosenberger,
India
Avery Kanode, Beulah Kanode
Hollidaysburg, Pa. (Canoe Creek Mission)
Acting Superintendent: Elder Charles E.
John Bicksler. Elva Bicksler. Telephone:
Engle, Saharsa, O. T. Rlwy, Saharsa Dist.,
Holidaysburg 50203
India.
Kentucky: Elam Dohner, Superintendent
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, O. T. Rlwy., SaFairview Station: Ella, Ky.: Elam Dohner,
harsa Dist., India. Elder and Sr. Charles
Helen Dohner, Helen Dodson
Engle, Sr. Leora Toder, Sr. Effie Rohrer,
Crarlin, Ky.: Daniel Hoover, Marian Hoover
Sr. Shirley Bitner, Sr. Ruth Book.
Knifley, Ky.: Ruby Clapper, Elizabeth Hess
Meath P a r k Station, (North Star Mission):
Madhipura Mission: Madhipura, O. T. Rlwy.,
Arthur Heise, Verna Heise, Florence Fans
Saharsa Dist., India. Elder and Sr. Joseph
Saxton, Pa., Andrew Slagenweit.
Pastor
Smith.
Miriam
Heise, Velma Brillinger. Telephone—
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj via MurliSaxton
461.
ganj, A. Rlwy., Saharsa Dist., India. Elder
Tillsonburg, Ontario, Canada (Houghton Misand Sr. Arthur Pye, Sr. E r m a Hare.
sion) Telephone: Glenmeyer 22-14
Alonza Vannatter, Superintendent,
Ruth
Banmanki Mission: P. O. Banmanki, A. Rlwy.,
Keller.
Esther Kanode
Purnea Dist., India. Elder and Sr. Allen
Frogmore: Alonza Vannatter, Pastor
Buckwalter, Sr. Beulah Arnold.
Houghton Center! Basil Long, Pastor, LangTJlubaria, Howrah District, West Bengal,
ton, Ontario.
,';..
India. Elder and Sr. A. D. M. Dick.
City Missions
Africa
Buffalo Mission: 25 Hawley St.. Buffalo 13, N.
T., Telephone—GRant 7706; David Wenger,
General Superintendent, Bulawayo Outstations:
Emma Wenger, Edith Davidson
P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, Southern RhoChicago Mission: 6039 Halsted Street, Chicago
desia, Africa
21, Illinois: Telephone—Wentworth 6-7122;
Acting Superintendent: Rev. Roy H. Mann.

Carl Carlson, Avas Carlson, Alice Albright,
Sara Brubaker, Grace Sider
Detroit (God's Love Mission) 1524 Third Avenue, Detroit 26, Michigan: Residence: 3986
Humboldt, Detroit 8, Michigan; Telephone—
Tyler 5-1470; Harry Hock, pastor, Catherine
Hopk, Eva Mae Melhorn, Erma Hoke
Harrisburg
(Messiah Lighthouse Mission),
1175 Bailey Street, Harrisburg, Penna.; Telephone—Harrisburg 26488; Joel Carlson, pastor, Faithe Carlson,
Elizabeth
Kanode,
Beulah Lyons, Grace Robb
Massillon (Christian Fellowship Mission) 118
South Avenue S. E., Massillon, Ohio; Telephone—2-3804; Eli Hostetler, Sr., pastor,
Lydia Hostetler, Eli Hostetler, Jr., Leona
Hostetler
Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North Second
Street, Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE
4-6431; William Rosenberry, pastor, Anna
Rosenberry, Anita Brechbill
San Francisco (Life Line Gospel Mission) 224
S'ixth St., San Francisco 3, Cal. Residence:
311 Scott St., San Francisco 17, Cal. Telephone UNderhill-1-4820; H a r r y Buckwalter,
Katie Buckwalter, Janna Goins, Edith Yodev,
Evelyn Frysinger
Stowe. Mission: 527 Glasgow Street, Stowe, Pa.,
Telephone—Pottstown 1211J; Cletus Naylor,
Catherine Naylor
Toronto Mission: 150 Gamble Avenue. Toronto
6, Ontario. Telephone—Riverdale 2152 Ronald Lofthouse, pastor, Myrtle Steckley, Ruth
Steckley
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth Street, Welland,
Ontario, Canada; Telephone—3192; Joseph
Vanderveer, J a n e Vanderveer, Anna Henry

Mission Pastorates
A complete listing of the Mission
Pastorates appears quarterly in the Evangelical Visitor with the Missionary Supplement.
RADIO BROADCASTS
CHVC, Niagara Falls, Ontario
"Call to Worship Hour"
Each Sunday 9:00-9:30 A.M.
CKPC, Brantford, Ontario
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Each Sunday 2:00-2:30 P.M.
WMPC, Lapeer, Michigan
First Thvirsday of every month
12:00-1:00 P.M.
Every Tuesday—transcription
3:00-3:30 P.M.
KOCS, Ontario, California
"Morning Melodies"
Each Sunday 10:00-10:15 A.M.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday 8:30-9:00
WIGAL, Lancaster, Pa.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday 8:00-8:30
WCBA, Corning, N. T.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday 8:00-8:30
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday 12:35-1:00 P.M.
WNAR, Norristown, Pa.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday 2:30-3:00 P.M.
WLBR, Lebanon, Pa.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday 12:35-1:00 P.M.
WKJG, Fort AVayne, Indiana
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday 8:00-8:30 A.M.
WHKK, Akron, Ohio
"Christian Fellowship Hour"
Each Sunday 1-1:30 P. M.
WBUX, Quakertown, Pa.
"Sunday Bible Hour"
Bach Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M.
WLXW, Carlisle, Pa.
"The Verse of the Day"
Each Sunday 8:05-8:20 A.M.
WLBR, Lebanon, Pa.
"The Living Hope Program"
Each Saturday 2:00-2:30 P.M.
WVAM, Altoona, Pa.
"Youth Crusaders Hour"
Each Sunday 8:30-9:00 A.M.
KFGQ, Boone, Iowa
"Gospel Hour Broadcast"
Sunday 9:00-9:30 A.M.
Thursday 4:15-4:45 P.M.
WXRA, Kenmore, New York
"Music and Meditation"
7:45-8:00 A.M. Each Sunday
WAVL, Apollo, Pennsylvania
"Gospel Words and Music"
Sunday, 5:30-6:00 P.M.
WYVE, Wytheville, Virginia
"Gospel Words and Music"
Sunday, 4:30-5:00 P.M.
WBPZ, Lock Haven, Pa.
"Good Tidings Hour"
Bach Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M.

1600 Kcs.
1380 Kcs.
1230 Kcs.

1510 Kcs.
800 Kcs.
1490 Kcs.
1350 Kcs.
800 Kcs.
1110 Kcs.
1270 Kcs.
1380 Kcs.

1570 Kcs.
1380 Kcs.
1270 Kcs.
1430 Kcs.
1260 Kcs.
1080 Kcs.
910 Kcs.
1280 Kcs.
1230 Kcs.
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Births
CLABX—Brother and Sister Chelmer Clark
of Clearville, Pa., welcome a daughter, Sharon
Lynitte, born November 16. Brother and Sister
Clark are stewards of the Clear Creek congregation.
CRIDEK—November 27, 1952, a son, Charles
Steven Crider, came to bless the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Crider of Annville, Pa.
EBERXY — On Sunday evening, July 27,
1952, .Shirley Darlene was heartily welcomed
into the home of Brother and .Sister Raymond
Eberly of the New Guilford congregation. A
sister for the four boys.
HIIiSHEB — Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hilsher
announce the birth of a daughter, Linda Lou,
July 11, 1952.
LEHMAN — Elder and Mrs. J. Robert
Lehman of Canton, Ohio, are happy to announce the birth of a son, Steven Ray on
November 21, 1952.
EESSLEE — A. son, Ivan Jay, was born
September 20, 1952, to Melvin and Jane
(Roberts) Ressler, Wrightsville, Pa.
RUEOrCr — Born to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Ruegg of Ridgeway, Ontario, on October 14,
1952, Colleen Louise, a sister for Linda.
SIDEK,—Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sider announce
the arrival of a daughter, Anna Ruth, July
11, 1952.
SLAGENWEIT—On October 13. 1952, Rev.
and Mrs. Andrew Slagenweit of Martinsburg,
Pa., welcomed the arrival of Mary Alice into
their home. A sister for Dorcas, Carol and
Marilyn.
WENG-ER — Brother and Sister Joel L.
Wenger of the Antrim congregation. Greencastle. Pa., announce the birth of a son,
Marlin Lester, on October S, 1952.
WINGER — On September 14, Larry Alden
came to gladden the home of his parents,
Brother and Sister Walter Winger (nee Lois
Heise).
WOIiGEMTTTH — Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Wolgemuth, Debra Joanne and Kent Micheal
welcome Roxyln Rae into their home on November 23, 1952, Mt. Joy, Pa.

Weddings
I.ATTVER-HEISEY — On Saturday. October
25, 1952, in the Lancaster Brethren in Christ
Church, Caroline St., Sister Virgie Mae Heisey,
daughter of Mabel M. Heisey and the late J.
P. Heisey of Millersville. Pa., and Brother
James H. Lauver of Mifflintown, Pa., were
united in holy matrimony at 2:45 p.m. by
Bishop Henry P. Heisey, uncle of the bride,
assisted by Bishop Luke Keefer who gave a
very timely sermonette on the marriage vow
preceding the ceremony. May Heaven's best
ever attend and guide this new home located
near Mifflintown, Pa.
RITCHEY . BLACESTONE — On Saturday.
December 13, 1952, Jeannetta Blackstone.
daughter of Elder and Mrs. Walter Blackstone
of Everett, Pa., was united in marriage to
Harry Lee Ritchey of Everett. Pa., son of
Ml', and Mrs. Scott Ritchey. The marriage
ceremony was performed by Rev. Donald P.
Austin at Winchester, Virginia. The young
couple are members of the Clear Creek congregation.
WESTON-WYANT—On Saturday, November
S, 1952, at the home of the bride's parents,
Brother and Sister Roy Wyant Stayner, Ontario, their daughter Betty was united in the
bonds of Christian matrimony to Mr. Clifford
Weston of Creemore, Ontario. Bishop E. J.
Swalm performed the ceremony. We pray
God's blessing on this young couple as they
establish a Christian home.

The reason people are down on the
Bible is that they're not up on the
Bible.—William W. Ayer.

-

A Scientist Who Knew

Missionaries Return

When Michael Faraday was dying
—and Michael Faraday had the intellect of twenty ordinary men—someone said to him, "Mr. Faraday, what
are your speculations now?" "Speculations ?" said Faraday, "I have none,
I thank God. I am not resting my
dying head on guesswork. I know
Whom I have believed, and am persuaded that He is able to keep that
which I have committed unto Him
against that day."—Dr. A. T. Pierson.

Bishop and Sr. Arthur Climenhaga
and Sr. Verda C. Moyer and Sr. Anna
Wolgemuth were welcomed to U. S.
A. on Saturday, Dec. 13, at Pier 90 in
New York harbor.
Sr. Moyer and Sr. Wolgemuth sailed from Africa during the last days
of October via the east coast of Africa
and arrived in England the latter
part of November. Brother and Sr.
Climenhaga sailed from Capetown
about Nov. 13 and arrived in England
at about the same time the sisters arrived.
Together they crossed the Atlantic
on the Queen Elizabeth, arriving in
New York on Saturday afternoon. A
group of friends and relatives were
on the pier to welcome them. With
the exception of a few days of rough
seas, they had a satisfactory and relaxing voyage to the homeland.
Foreign Mission Board

A pagan is one whose activities do
not go beyond his own selfish interests.—Emory Ross.
Evangelistic Slate
Antrim, Greencastle, Pa.
Feb. 1
Evangelist, Elder Elwood Flewelling

Obituaries
COOK—Charles Henry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Cook, Stevensville, Ontario, was born
June 18, 1911. He passed to his eternal reward October 23, 1952, aged 41 years, 4
months and 5 days.
Brother Cook was saved in 1932 and united
with the Brethren in Christ church the same
year. In 1941 he sought for sanctiflcation and
God graciously met his need. Since that time
he has been a witness and carried a concern
for souls.
In September, 194G, Brother and .Sister Cook
with their three children left to work for the
Lord at Delisle, Saskatchewan. They returned
to Ontario in July, 1948. Ot this time Brother
Cook suffered a nervous breakdown and did
not enjoy good health since. He spent the last
several months of his life in bed.
On November 1, 1934, he was united in
marriage to Sister Pearl Schell. To this union
were born three children.
He leaves to mourn his loss a faithful wife,
two daughters, Mary Margaret and Betty
Elise, one son, Robert Charles, his mother and
father, one sister, two brothers.
Funeral services were conducted from Lampman's funeral home. Fenwick, to the Boyle
Church. Services were conducted by Elder
Andrew McNiven, Blandburg, Pa., assisted by
Elders Ray Sider, Bishop E. Gilmore and
Arthur Heise, Meath Park. Sask. Interment
in Sider burying ground, Wainfleet, Ontario.
THOMPSON — Mrs. Annie Thompson, was
born November 23, 1855. and died December
13, 1952, in the home of Brother and Sister
Herb Sider of Wainfleet, Ontario, at the unusual age of ninety-seven years.
Sister Thompson was converted in 1886 in
a revival meeting held in the United Brethren
Church and she remained a member of that
church until her death.
Funeral services were conducted in the home
and the Mount Carmel "United Church, in
charge of Bishop Edward Gilmore. Burial in
the Mt. Carmel cemetery.
WHITE—Elmer G. White was born October
4, 1876, and departed this life November 5.
1952. at the age of 76 years. 1 month and 1
day. He was born in Rapho Township, a son
of the late Benjamin H. and Fannie Geib
White and was a member of the Mt. Pleasant
Brethren in Christ Church. Besides his wife,
the former Barbara Heistand. he is survived
by a son. Phares 'White. Lancaster, and two
step-sons and a step-daughter; Rev. Arthur
Brubaker. Manheim. R. 4: Paul Brubaker and
Margie, wife of Paul Emenheiser. both of
Elizabethtown, R. 3; twelve grandchildren also
survive.
The funeral services were held Saturday
afternoon, November 8, at the Mt. Pleasant
Brethren in Christ Church at 2:00 o'clock.
Rev. Graybill Wolgemuth was in charge of
the services, assisted by Bishop Jacob T.
Ginder. The text was Psalms 116:15. Interment
was in Rissers cemetery.

» —m t

Chinese proverb, "Don't curse the
darkness—light a candle instead!"
Much Alone
In order to grow in grace, we must
be much alone. It is not in society
—even Christian society—that the
soul grows most vigorously. In one
single, quiet hour of prayer it will often make more progress than in days
of company with others. It is in the
desert that the dew falls freshest and
the air is purest.—H. Bonar.
Be Patient With The Boys
I rode past a field where
Y
a boy was plowing. The lad's hair
stuck out through the top of his hat;
ESTERDAY

he was bony and awkward; one suspender held his trousers in place; his
bare legs and arms were brown and
sunburned and briar-scared.
"He swung his horses around as I
passed, and from under the flapping
brim of his hat he cast a quick glance
out of dark, half-bashful eyes and
modestly returned my salute.
"Who knows, I may go to that boy
to borrow money or to hear him
preach, or to beg him to defend me in
a lawsuit; or he may stand with pulse
unhastened, bare of arm, in white
apron, ready to do his duty, while the
cone is placed over my face, and night
and death come creeping into my
veins.
"Be patient with boys—you are
dealing with soul stuff. Destiny
awaits just around the corner. Be
patient with boys."—Elbert Hubbard
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With the Church
In the Homeland
Manheim, Pa.
On June 16, to June 27, our Summer
Bible School was held at the Manheim
Brethren in Christ Church. A very good
response was realized in attendance of both
pupils and children. We had an average
attendance of 211 each night. The projects
of the school took on a different nature
this year than that of former years. .
In that we had a project for the Blind
people of all lands, this was very interesting for the children, they were given leaflets and some of the older one's received
some sheets of Brail. The response was
good in the amount of $59.85. We thank
God for this and trust that many Blind
people will be able to read the Bible
through the children's effort.
The other project was for to buy shingles
for the new Bethel Church in Virginia. This
amounted to $159.28.
During the second week of the school
decision night will long be remembered
when fourteen boys and girls responded to
the call of God to their heart. May they
continue to follow the leadings of the
Spirit to a full surrendered life in Christ.
Will you continue to pray for the Summer Bible School work everywhere that
manyi boys and girls may receive the Word
of God while it is day for the night cometh
when no man can work.
—H. M. B.
New Guilford, Pa.
The New Guilford congregation looked
forward with anticipation to the days of
June 9 through June 20, 1952. This was to
be the first Daily Vacation Bible School to
be wholly sponsored by New Guilford.
After much publicity through newspaper
and radio advertisment and also home
visitation the time arrived and so quickly
passed. The teachers and children enjoyed
the Bible School immensely. More time was
given to Scripture Lessons and singing.
Hand work was virtually eliminated. Nevertheless interest ran high and the average
attendance was 228.
We praise God for blessing this School
arid are sure it has proved a blessing to
some in the community. Some have been
reached for Sunday School through this
Bible School.
Many prayers were offered for our
Revival, November 16th through the 30th.
Our brother, Rev. Bruce Grove, labored with
us as evangelist and God used our brother
as His mouth piece.
God blessed us with a good attendance
and fed us richly from His Word. Many
Christians received new light and were
sanctified, some children and a few adults
answered God's call and yielded their lives
to Him. This Revival has truly been a
mountain top experience. God has answered
prayers of long standing. But with all this
rejoicing our hearts are still heavy for
those for whom we have been praying and,
though deep under conviction, have turned
their backs to God one more time. Will
you pray with us for these folk that they
might say "yes" to God's will before he
withdraws His convicting Spirit from them.
God has blessed the New Guilford congregation this past year abundantly. We

desire to use these blessings to His honor
and glory. Praise His name!
—J. 0. B.
Cedar Grove, Mifflintown, Pa.
Due to the continued interest in our tent
meeting it was extended to September 4.
There were definite results. May God alone
receive the glory.
September 6. Our district youth conference was held at the Free Grace Church.
A number from Cedar Grove were registrants at this conference.
September 11. In our Workers Conference we discussed plans to increase Sunday
School attendance, later action was taken
and the area around the church is being
canvassed and the census taken to inform
us as to the unchurched in our vicinity.
September 14. We were glad to have
Brother Allen Brubaker and family with us
in service. Brother Brubaker brought us
the morning message.
September 19. Women's Missionary Prayer Circle was organized at the home of our
pastor, Wilbur Benner.
September 28. This afternoon a service
was held at the home of sister Emma
Shirk near McVeytown.
Sister Mary
Stoners sailing has been cancelled because
of visas not coming through. Pray for us.
—E. M. L.
Silverdale, Pa.
Our first Daily Vacation Bible School
opened July 14 and continued through July
25. We had an enrollment of 109 and an
average attendance of 78. The offering
which amounted to $130 was sent to the
Navajo Mission in New Mexico for the
purchase of a hospital bed. Brother Walton
Bergey who was ordained to the ministry
in June and who is now assisting our pastor, Brother Edwin Rosenberger, was the
superintendent for our Bible School. We
thank God for the privilege of working
with these children from our community.
On August 24 seven were baptized and
taken into church membership. We trust
that the Lord will lead them on in His
service.
Brother Marshall Winger served as evangelist at our tent meeting which convened
from August 27 to September 14. We
praise God for His presence with us during
these meetings. A number of souls were
saved, sanctified or reclaimed as well as the
saints being refreshed and encouraged. We
trust that the revival spirit will continue
to burn in our hearts.
—M. L.
Conoy Church, Elizabethtown, Pa.
July 7-18, was the time for our Summer
Bible School. There was an average attendance of 227. The highest attendance
was 248. Harold Eckert financed the use
of a school bus to bring children to our
Bible School. This helped to bring our
attendance up. The total offering was $140.
Our project was to help build the chimney
of the new church being built at the Virginia
Mission.
On September 10, Brother and Sister
William Rosenberry and Sister Anita
Brechbill were with us in our prayer meet-

ing. They had the entire evening which
was a very inspiring service, after which
the Conoy congregation gave them an
offering of food and an offering for their
work. May the Lord bless them as they
continue in their service for Him.
September 21. Rev. Raymond Bucher had
charge of our Young People's service. Being stricken with polio, he gave us his
experience while at Warm Springs hospital
in Georgia.
—L. H. B.
Boyle, Pa.
As we bring this report to the Visitor,
we realize that another year is fast winging its way into eternity. We are very
grateful to our heavenly Father for all the
blessings of life He has given us.
We appreciate Brother and Sister Ray
Sider who moved into our community last
Spring, with their family. Brother Sider
is our assistant pastor. At the present time
he is in Ohio in an evangelistic service.
Daily Vacation Bible School was held
June 30 to July 11. Our superintendent was
Sister Mildred Winger. Our visiting teachers were Sister Ethel Eltherington and
Sister Dorothea Dohner whose help was
much appreciated. The enrollment reached
267 with an average attendance of 184.
The offerings amounted to $60.60. We also
appreciated the talks our tent evangelist,
Brother Luke Keefer gave the children. It
really was thrilling to see all these children
thronging in each morning with eager faces
waiting for the day's activities.
Tent services began July 6 in a yard
where a Free Methodist Church stood until
it was burned down a few years ago.
Brother Luke Keefer came as our evangelist and faithfully preached truths from
God's word. The attendance was fair. We
feel much more might have been accomplished for God.
The attendance at our regular services
has increased during the past year. The
presence of God has been with us this year
and we pray as another year approaches
that His guidance may continue in this
place.
—M. K. H.
Cross Roads, Florin, Pa.
December 14, 1952, a large audience met
to dedicate the new Hammond Electric
Organ, which was presented to the Cross
Roads Church by Mrs. Mary Hershey Martin and Mrs. Florence Barrett, daughters
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Hershey, deceased.
The presentation was given in loving
memory of their father and mother.
Rev. Erwin Thomas from Nappanee, Indiana, who was holding evangelistic meetings
in the district gave the dedicatory message.
Stressing the purpose and possibilities of
music. Not to display talents, but to honor
the Lord. The organ should be under the
supervision of consecrated hands and feet.
Its possibilities should create better
reverence in the House of God, during
offerings, invitations and dismissal services.
—C. H.
Clear Creek Mission, Pa.
"For yet a little while, and he that shall
come will come, and will not tarry." Heb.
10:37.
At this season the world is professing to
celebrate the birth of the Lord Jesus Christ,
while in heart, they know Him not, but we
rejoice in the Best Gift, and look for His
coming in gloryi.
(Continued on page twelve)
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On The Foreign Field

Outstation Visitation
Roy and Esther Mann
OME along with us as we visit four the gospel service. We were inspired
of our Outstations in the Nsezi with the victorious testimonies as
district. Each place has its own par- many witnessed for the Lord. Naka
ticular setting and characteristics. Margaret is one of the teachers here.
As this was our last trip for the year She is the mother of nine children
we gave the examination in the and has been teaching for many
schools so our procedure was a little years. The youngest was born in
different than sometimes, in that we August. A person would think that
she would be kept busy with her
stayed longer at each place.
family
at home, but besides teaching
We left for home around 10:30
Tuesday morning, about seven and a she does croqueting and sells her
half miles from home we came to Mr. work to the Europeans in Essexvale.
and Mrs. Scotts, our nearest Euro- A few came to evening prayer, Naka
pean neighbor. Of course we stopped Margaret with her husband and some
the children. After we were finand had a refreshing cup of tea and a of
ished
one of her little girls brought
social chat for a little while, but be- the baby
her which she had left at
fore long we went on to Mbinzingwe. home. Shetosaid
that it cried and cried.
This place is very pretty in its set- She sang and rocked
it on her back
ting, the Mbinzingwe mountain just but it would not stop. It soon was
near the building then off in the near quiet when its mother took it. Good
distance many lovely kopjes which are nights were said also thanks for the
covered with trees. There are many prayers, then all was quiet for the
villages near by too as the people night.
here have been moved in a line.
Over a number of miles of rough
Although it was raining quite hard
before and during the service there loads, up hill, down hill and around
were a nice number of people to the curves we came to the famous ant
gospel service. After service we hill where the Empire Builder, Cecil
then had school with the children. Rhodes made peace with the Matebele
Ma Nkala gave us some green toma- people in 1897. It is true he did a great
toes which later ripened quite well. work, but we are glad for the priviThere were three teachers here and lege of giving these people the Gospel
each showed a very nice spirit. You of Peace which is really the answer to
might be interested in some of the their many questions and problems,
childrens names. Smile, Kick, Mend, we do pray that many more will feel
Sigret, Voil, France along with Abra- their need and accept the Prince of
ham, Christopher, Pilatu, Mary and Peace into their hearts.
Continuing on our journey we
many other good names. Of course
what is a name, for when we get a lit- came to Shale Outstation. Bro. Brutle older we can change it if we don't baker opened this place a number of
years ago, having been a preaching
like it.
We next visited Nzezi. This is the point. The buildings at Shale are all
place where a number of years ago very well made and everything was
Jose Moyo the Pastor-Teacher was all nice and clean. A young couple,
killed by lightning during the service. John Moyo and his wife are the teachIn' fact they were singing the song ers here, John having charge of the
which we have in the Zulu Hymnal, spiritual part of the work too. The
"I Remember My Home Over There". women were very friendly, some
Because of this experience the Nzezi others who were not able to come to
church has been having a hard time, service sent greetings as they had to
but we are glad that they seem to be watch their gardens as the baboons
doing better now. We do thank the are very numerous and destructive.
Lord for victory. Jose's wife has
As we turned our faces homeward
been the nurse at Matopo for many on the 35 mile journey, we were again
years. We are also very thankful for glad for the privilege of again upher faith in the Lord. Now, Nzezi has holding the Christ who does statisfy
the largest enrollment of these four the heart. And as we have often
schools—168.
prayed, "Lord we give ourselves anew
Having arrived at Tshalimbe, we to the great work task."
Remember these Outstations in
were greeted with a large number of
children and older people waiting for your prayers and also remember us.

C
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A Week in the Life of a
Missionary
L. B. Sider
Sunday, September 28, 1952.
Richard Alden arrived at 8:50 p. m. to
gladden our hearts. I had taken my wife
to Bulawayo the day before and then returned to Matopo Mission for the love-feast.
After the Sunday midday service I returned
to Bulawayo and stayed until after the
baby came. I returned to Matopo late Sunday night in order to be there for a Sindebele examination on Monday.
Monday, September 29.
The Sindebele examination took most_ of
the day, a three hour paper in the morning
and a two and a half hour paper in the
afternoon in addition to an oral exam. I
returned to Bulawayo in the evening, went
to-the hospital to see my wife and baby, and
stayed in town for the night.
Tuesday, September 30.
The greater part of the day was spent
taking care of business in Bulawayo, getting the car greased and repaired, etc. I
went to the hospital in the morning and
again in the afternoon, also had John out
of school for a few hours in the afternoon.
John goes to boarding school and as his
classes are finished by 1:00 o'clock, we
sometimes give him a break by taking him
out for awhile when we are in town. I left
Bulawayo for Wanezi Mission about 5:00
o'clock, arriving in the evening. Wanezi is
about 90 miles from Bulawayo.
Wednesday, October 1.
Since my wife must be in the hospital for
a week, I decided to make use of my time
by making a trip to four of my schools,
those farthest from the mission. They are
located on the De Beers Ranch, a farming
ranch covering a quarter million acres, and
it is wise to get the last visit completed
before the rains make the roads and rivers
impassable. Wednesday was spent in getting ready for this trip. I sent a messenger
ahead to tell them of my coming. He met
next day at Mtshezuki school.
Thursday, Oct. 2.
We left Wanezi Mission at 6:00 a. m.,
taking Mangisi Sibanda, the assistant overseer along, and arrived at Zishamba School
at about 8:00. I gave examinations to
about 40 children that day and had a service at the close of school. The teacher is
taking a real interest in the spiritual work
and needs your prayers as it is a difficult
field. There is good interest in the services, but there is so much sin. Many of the
heads of families have more than one wife
and this makes it difficult to build a church.
This school is about 48 miles from Wanezi
Mission. In the afternoon we travelled
about 20 miles farther to Mtshezuki School
where we made preparation to stay for
two nights. I was very pleased to note
that the missionary hut has recently been
re-thatched. In the evening I visited a
nearby village where the teacher stays and
talked to her about the problem of enrolment and attendance. People are moving
away from this area and the enrolment has
become a bit too low to be sure of getting
government grant for the teacher's wages.
An average of 20 for the term must be
maintained and the enrolment was only 21.
Since I would be visiting Mazetezi School
the next day, I decided to see whether I
could transfer any from that school to
Mtshezuki so as to keep both schools open.
Before leaving the village, we had prayer
and returned to Mtshezuki school for the
night.
Friday, Oct. 3.
We arose early and Sibanda, the assistant
overseer, and I left by cycle shortly after
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6:00 o'clock for Mazetezi, some six miles
away, arriving at about 7:00 o'clock. The
children here were given examinations and
we had a service a t midday. We went
by
cycle because the road between
these schools is practically impassable
for the motor car. It goes through mountains and rocks and eroded places, so I
would rather take the cycle or walk than
punish the car by taking it over the road.
As we arrived at the school, I noticed that
the roof was partly off the missionary hut
and the school building was about to fall
down on one side, so with the help of some
of the children we put some props against
it which will perhaps help it for awhile.
The people should fix their school, but with
the uncertainty about their moving, they
have become very much unconcerned.
Three children from here consented to
transfer to Mtshezuki if their parents
agreed, so we decided to visit the village on
the way back and see the parents. When
we arrived, the father was not at home,
but after much talking, the mother went to
call him at a nearby village. When he arrived, he was a bit difficult to convince at
first, so I tried a method I had not tried before. Often when Africans are asking the
missionary for something, they will add to
the persuasion by begging, "si ya cela (we
are asking)". I turned the tables and said
to him, "mina ngi ya cela (I am asking)".
This seemed to have some effect on him, so
he asked the children involved what they
wanted to do. The little boy said that they •
had consented, so the father turned to me
and said, "ba ya vuma" (they are consenting). I praised God for a victory won, as
this will enable me to keep the school open
for the remainder of the year (I hope).
Another little incident is worth recording. Before leaving this village I felt that
I should give the gospel invitation and have
prayer. I asked them if they had repented.
The mother laughed and said, "No, we love
to drink beer". This seems to be the curse
of this area—beer drinking and multiple
wives. Pray for them that they may give
a listening ear to the gospel.
Saturday, October 4.
This was the day to visit the school at
Mtshezuki and give the examinations. Saturday visits are allowed if previous permission is gained from the Circuit Inspector.
The children interviewed the previous day
were present as they had promised which
made the attendance 23 for that day. Without them I probably would have had to
close the school.
After school we had a service at which
the attendance and interest was good. I
always enjoy the services at this palce.
After the service we loaded our things in
the car and travelled some 20 miles farther
to Nsindene, my farthest school from Wanezi Mission. By the road without any detours it is 83 miles. We arrived at about
3:30 p. m. and found the teachers and children waiting to begin their examinations.
Some examinations were given that day and
the remainder were left for Monday morning.
The missionary hut is nicely thatched
here. We prepared to stay two nights, being here for Sunday services.
I arose at 6:30 this morning, a bit later
than usual as I was pretty tired from the
previous day's activities. After breakfast
the teachers, assistant overseer and I went
to visit several villages to have prayer and
invite the people to service. Five villages
were • visited before we returned to the
school for services at midday.
Sunday School began at about 11:30 a.
m. The attendance was good. About 80
were present at the close. After Sunday
School we had 90 present for the main serv-
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ice at which I preached. This being the
first Sunday of the month the offering was
taken for the preacher's fund which
amounted to about $1.70. This was also the
day for church members' meeting, but since
the members here are so few, we decided
to combine the church and class members
for a service. Sibanda, the assistant overseer, preached at this service at which there
about 45 or 50 present. Services ended at
about 2:30 p. m.
During the afternoon we visited Chief
Kumalo's village and again had a nice conversation with him and prayer before leaving. He is friendly toward our work but
has two wives. As I was visiting the villages today, I was made to feel the tremendous need. Many more villages are in
this area and hardly touched by the gospel.
Beer drinking and multiple wives are the
besetting sins. We have been able to touch
some for God, but how many more should
be touched! So much to be done! so little
time to do it! so few to do it! Pray with
us that the urgency of the hour may so grip
us that we will carry on with our last ounce
of strength until Jesus comes.
This evening a group of children and one
woman came to my camp-fire for evening
prayers and again I took advantage of the
opportunity to give the gospel message. Tomorrow I plan to finish the examinations
here and return home to Wanezi. On Tuesday I shall go to Bulawayo again to get my
wife and baby, returning by way of Mtshabezi to pick up Harriet who has been staying with the Wingert's for these days.
Not every week is as full as this one has
been, but this does give a good idea of an
outstation superintendent's varied activities,
especially at the time of the arrival of a
new son.

In the Homeland
(Continued from page ten)
The Lord has been good to us, we praise
Him for a definite progress in the work
here, both in attendance and in the spiritual life of our people.
The Sunday School has been running
steady over the hundred mark, we feel
keenly the crowded condition, we have been
so crowded that it was thought best not to
make any effort to gain new members during the October Sunday School contest. All
the classes are held in the one room, with
six teachers trying to make their class
hear above the confusion of sounds. It will
be a happy day when the new church with
separate rooms for classes is finished.
Sunday, October 26, a baptismal service
was held, along a running stream, four
young men followed the Lord in baptism,
after giving clear testimony of saving
grace.
The young people's meetings are showing
an outstanding improvement, they are manifesting a deeper interest in the things of
the Lord. More time is spent in preparing
their topics, also they show more interest

in attending prayer meeting and the welfare of others. During this Christmas season the young people plan to prepare and
give ten or more boxes to the poor and
shut-ins. They will also sing Christmas
carole at various places.
Sunday, November 16, Elder Albert Engle
came as our evangelist, the first night the
church was filled with people. The attendance was good all through the meeting.
A young couple came to the altar the first
week of the meeting, their clear testimonies
were thrilling to our hearts of the saving
and sanctifying grace of God. There were
others at the altar. The last night ten or
more sought the Lord, among this number
were two young married couples. Several
afternoon meetings were held during this
revival, the attendance was unusual for
this district, we enjoyed a good season of
prayer and fellowship in these meetings.
Brother Engle's deep spiritual messages
will not soon be forgotten. We are glad to
report that the after effects of the revival
are very gratifying, prayer meetings are
better attended, we hear good testimonies
of victory, a spirit of brotherly love and
co-operation prevail among the members.
November 2, we commemorated in a communion service the death and sufferings of
our Lord Jesus Christ, the attendance was
not large at this service but it was a very
precious time, some partook of the sacred
emblems for the first time.
Saturday, November 29, a special business meeting was held at the church concerning the new church to be built. Some
definite decisions were made. The ground
is bought and the grading done. We were
glad to have our overseer, Brother Albert
Engle with us, also Brother Henry Ginder
and Brother Eber Dourte.
Sunday morning, November 30, two
young men were received into church membership. They have both passed the military physical examination. Brother Bruce
Wilkins, one of our youth leaders, left us
December 15. He is placed at Mt. Alto
Sanitarium. The other young brother, Harry
Lee Ritchey will be placed later. The Lord
has answered prayer for these young men
in a wonderful way.
Rays Cove. During October 12-26, Elder
Eli Hostetler from Massillon, Ohio, was
with us and held a revival meeting in the
chapel at the Cove. The messages were
very good and enjoyed by all who attended.
Part of the time the attendance was very
small. It was a busy time for the farmers,
we had some nights when the chapel was
filled.
An aged man came to the altar for salvation, he is now in the hospital very ill, he
testifies that he is saved and ready to meet
the Lord.
There was an outstanding healing in this
meeting, a little boy had a running sore on
his face a year ago he fell and ran a piece
of wood in his face. The doctor did not
know that part of the wood was still in his
face, for a year the sore ran constantly,
during this meeting a piece of the wood
came out of the sore, after the doctor examined the child, he made arrangements to
take him to the hospital for what he said
was a very serious operation. The child
was anointed in the name of the Lord and
came to church without the bandage on,
the sore stopped running and began to heal
at once. The doctor said there was no need
to take the child to the hospital. We praise
the Lord for His mercies.
Continue to pray that the Lord will bless
the work and workers here.
Ross and Betty Morningstar
S. Iola Dixon
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"Miss Rosebush"
Wirt Blaine
you've never heard of
Rosebush". And if I tell
Pyou"Miss
that she is a Bible girl, you'll
ROBABLY

hardly believe it. No, if you search in
your Bible, you won't find the name
—not that name, anyway. But this
young lady's name, Rhoda, really
means "Rosebush". And you've
probably read about Rhoda, if you've
read the twelfth chapter of Acts.
Now Rhoda is one of the very few
girls mentioned in the Bible. For, in
those times, girls and women were
not given nearly so much publicity
and attention as they receive today.
There are two scenes in connection
with the story of Rhoda. Let us look
in upon them:
The first is in a Roman prison. It
is night. A prisoner is sleeping peacefully between two soldiers. Stout
chains fasten him to his guards so
securely that the slightest movement
on his part cannot fail to attract their
attention.
Who is this prisoner for whose
safe-keeping such a strong, alert
guard has been provided? Perhaps
his keepers know him only as
"Peter, the fisherman," but we think
and speak of him as "Simon Peter, a
servant and apostle of Jesus Christ"
( II Pet. 1:1).
Not long before this night, martyr
blood has been shed, for we are told
in the Bible that, "Herod the king
. . . killed James the brother of John
with the sword" (Acts 12:1, 2).
Peter knows this; and he knows also
that he, too, may die a martyr's death
for his faithfulness to Jesus. Yet we
find him sound asleep, quite confident
that nothing can happen to him without his Master's will.
It seems plain, as we look into this
prison, that no human power can deliver Peter from his present predicament. But the God in whom Peter
trusts so firmly is "the God of deliverance." With Him "all things are
possible." The Bible tells us, "And,
behold, the angel of the Lord came
upon him [Peter], and a light shined
in the prison: and he smote Peter on
the side, and raised him up, saying,
Arise up quickly. And his chains fell
off from his hands" (Acts 12:7).
Thus the Word of God tells of this
exciting incident. Now let us watch
again and see what happens:
The angel is standing alongside
Peter, speaking to him. "Gird thyself,
and bind on thy sandals," he commands.
Peter hastens to obey. He is still
quite calm. Then the angel speaks

again: "Cast thy garment about thee,
and follow me."
The angel leaves the cell. Peter
follows him. Peter does not yet realize that this is an actual happening.
He thinks it is a vision. (Acts 12:9.)
On they go, past the first and
second wards of the prison. All
around them are prisoners, sleeping.
Then they reach the great iron gates
that lead to the city's streets. Perhaps Peter wonders how they will
get past these. But they open of their
own accord—just like the modern
doors equipped with an "electric eye."
Only this was opened by God's touch!
Out they go, and into the street.
Down one street, then down another.
Suddenly, Peter finds himself alone,
there in the city, in the darkness of
the night.
He rubs his eyes. He looks around
him. The angel-guide is nowhere to
be seen. "Of course", Peter thinks,
"it's all a vision, but—"
No! If it were a vision, how had he
gotten out there in the street? He
realizes that it is real—very real!
Then Peter "comes to himself" (v.
11).
Peter thinks things over a bit.
Then he starts walking in the direction of Mary's house. Mary is the
mother of a young fellow named John
Mark. Peter is fond of John Mark.
He believes that the lad wilL make a
good, strong Christian, perhaps a
preacher, some day.
Lights are still visible in Mary's
house as Peter approaches. What is
going on so late? Is there a dance?
A card party? Just what is going on?

Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God.
—Mart. i«; 16.

While Peter hurries over to the
house, let us look in on another scene
—this time a scene inside Mary's
house.
It is evening—the same evening
Peter escaped from jail, but earlier.
Men, women, and a few young people
have gathered at Mary's home. John
Mark, her son, is also at home. Singly by twos and threes, they arrive,
speak in whispers and low tones,
greet Mary, and take seats in a large
room, where the blinds are drawn.
These folks are perfectly sober.
They have no decks of playing cards
in their pockets. They haven't come
to hold a club meeting, or to play
games. They are there to pray.
We are glad to see that not all of
them are adults or old folks. Here is
John Mark and a few of his young
boy friends. Over there is a pretty
girl, there another, here a third.
"Miss Rosebush" (Rhoda) hurries
about, making folks comfortable. She
tells Mary that she will answer the
door when other folks come. Mary is
grateful, for she has worked hard,
and is tired. "Thank you, Rhoda,"
she says, smiling. "You are very
kind."
Now the leader is speaking. He
tells why they have come—though all
know that. Their dear friend, Peter,
is in grave danger. He is also in jail,
and all efforts to release him have
failed. In fact, it has been exceedingly dangerous to admit they are
friends of his. They feel helpless to
help him themselves. But they do not
despair. They have a Helper who is
all-powerful. T h e i r G o d — who
brought their ancestors forth from
Egyptian bondage many years before
—can also bring Peter forth from
this prison.
So they kneel and pray. They pray
in faith believing. They don't talk
much, but oh, how they do pray! Not
just for a few minutes, with bowed
heads, but on their knees, fervently,
earnestly, far into the night.
Rhoda doesn't miss praying either,
although she is keeping an ear turned
to hear any knocks at the door. The
other girls and boys are praying, too.
They all know and love the roughspoken, kindly Peter. John Mark especially is fond of Peter. Some day,
he wants to be just like Peter—brave,
dauntless preacher of Jesus' gospel.
These young folks aren't strange at a
prayer meeting, either. They have
learned the joy and blessing that a
prayer meeting can bring.
Just then Rhoda hears a loud knock
at the outer gate. She slips quietly
from her knees and leaves the room.
Then suddenly, she feels faint from
fear. Suppose it is the officers—come
to arrest all of them for praying for
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Peter!. Satan whispers, "You can are precious, and much, much more
slip out the back door, Rhoda, and satisfying than the things of this
run. Better save yourself!"
world, such as dances, card parties,
But Rhoda is a brave girl. She movies, and things of that nature.
scorns such evil suggestions. She
walks bravely to the gate and peers
"Tarry"
through the small window in the top.
ORTHY of deep consideration and
(In those days, the householder alprayerful concern is the fact
ways looked through the "wicket"
gate first to see who was outside be- that many men fail on their strongest
point. Abraham, the man of faith,
fore opening the door itself.)
failed in waiting for the promised
There stands Peter himself!
son. Moses, the meekest man, barA little cry of joy escapes Rhoda's red his entrance into Canaan by smitlips. She cannot believe her eyes. But ting the rock and saying, "Ye rebels."
Peter is speaking, and she knows his The Old and New Testaments tell of
familiar voice. The great, glad truth the wisest and simplest, all failing as
dawns upon her. God has really an- they neglected to wait upon God.
swered their prayers—already!
Isaiah declares that wayfaring men,
Forgetting in her surprise to open though fools, shall not err therein as
for Peter, she runs back and inter- they pass over the highway of Holirupts the prayer meeting with her ness.
glad cries.
Heb. 11, after recording many
Some of the old folks look up, an- faithful, speaks of "others" of whom
noyed. "These young people ought to the world was not worthy. Among
know better than to interrupt us—" those can we not count David's mesone mutters. Now what's this foolish sengers with words of condolence to
girl trying to tell them?"
Hanun for his father's death? This
"Peter is here! God has answered was very considerate and kind of
our prayers! He's outside the gate— King David, but some very hateful
knocking!" Rhoda tells them.
and suspicious princes persuaded
"You are mad, girl!" they say, their King to treat these messengers
half angrily.
of sympathy as spies, and he sent
"No, no, no," Rhoda insists, cofi- them away greatly ashamed and disdently. "It is even so. Peter stands graced shaving off half their beards,
and cutting off their garments in the
without the gate."
"It is his angel," someone says, as middle. When David heard of their
the noise of Peter's pounding reaches plight he commanded them, "Tarry at
Jericho until your beards be grown,
their ears.
"No angel can pound like that, I and then return".
guess," one young man says.
Much credit is due these men for
Peter, impatient, knocks furiously. their regard for modesty, which is
Rhoda hastens back, apologizes, sadly lacking in our day in this so
and opens the gate. Now the doubt- called Christian America. We caners believe. There stands Peter be- not feature the great embarrassment
fore them. Everyone tries to talk to they suffered with part of their
him at once. But he motions with his beards cut off. In this day of rush and
hand for. silence. Then he tells them nervous frustration many fail bein quick, gruff tones, how marvelous- cause they lack in confidence and are
ly the Lord has released him by a not obedient to their leaders. But
great miracle. "I can't stay around these men. of Scripture could trust
here, though," he says. "They will their King to avenge his enemies.
look for me in the morning. I must Their leader with his army acted, and
these messengers were content to folbe on my way."
We don't read any more about low orders and simply do nothing but
Rhoda in the Bible. But of one thing wait until their beards were grown.
we may be absolutely certain: She Isaiah 40 says, "They that wait upon
never was one bit sorry that she at- the Lord shall renew their strength,
tended that prayer meeting. She re- they shall run and not be weary," and
ceived a great blessing. Her faith "they shall walk and not faint." But
was strengthened, because she had these messengers did still better; they
seen the answer to prayer when such "tarried". Then did they not return
answer seemed impossible. She had with the victorious army? Friends,
been faithful to her duty. And— if we "tarry" and wait upon the Lord
wonder of wonders! — the Holy in every trying or extreme condition
Spirit, in writing the Word of God we shall share with the victor, for
God has promised, "Therefore
which we call the Bible, saw fit to our
will
I
him a portion with the
mention Rhoda's name, and tell of great, divide
and
he
shall divide the spoil
this incident.
with the strong; because he hath
Today we, too, can receive blessings poured out his soul unto death".
if we attend prayermeeting regularly. We shall learn that God's things
—W. 0. Winger.
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A Good Conscience
Rev. E. F. Walker
HAT is conscience? The little
child was near the truth who
W
said that conscience is "Jesus whispering in our hearts." Conscience has
been called "God's vice-gerent in the
soul." More simply, conscience is the
inner monitor which approves or excuses or accuses one's own moral
character or conduct.
Its office is not legislative, nor executive, but judicial. Before its bar
stands not another, but one's self.
Conscience is naturally on the side
of God and right, so far as it knows
God and right; yet it may be misinformed and perverted and defiled.
It is normally sensitive; yet it may
be benumbed.
It is originally tender; but it may
be hardened.
It generally demands a high price;
but it may be bribed.
It has a voice; but it may for a time
be hushed.
Every person has a conscience; but
not every one has a good conscience.
With not a few, conscience seems to
be out of right condition, if not utterly out of commission.
What the Bible calls a "iveak conscience," or a "seared conscience," or
a "defiled conscience," or an "accusing conscience," or an "evil conscience," cannot be a GOOD CONSCIENCE.

A good conscience may be difficult
adequately to describe, but we will
notice some things that are necessary
to it.
A CONSCIENCE THAT WORKS

If it be off duty it cannot be good,
for its office is to pass judgment on
one's entire life. For conscience to
be drowsy or listless in anything is
not good, any more than for a judge
to be asleep on the bench while a case
is before the court. A drowsy judge
would certainly be a poor one to try
a case.
It is doubtful if the conscience can
be ever utterly killed, or remain for
ever unawakened. The conscience of
the sinner may be comatose for a time
under the hypnotic spell of the prince
of darkness, but it will surely awake
with lashings and tormenting fears—
possibly with some, not until they
are cast into hell.
But a good conscience is like a
court of justice in perpetual session,
and should be ever awake and alert.
Washington said: "Labour to keep
alive in your breast that little spark
of celestial fire called conscience."
To have "a conscience void of offence" in all things, Paul says he
"exercised" himself.
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of witnessing and personal counseling
is being carried on by M. C. C. workers loaned to other organizations.
We must not conclude that this Five M. C. C. workers were working
faculty is necessarily intelligent any with the International
Refugee
more than that every one who occu- organization in interviewing refupies a judical chair is learned in the gees, giving help for migration but
law. The judge is not the lawmaker, also taking a keen personal interest
nor is he a law to himself. "To the in each refugee and also seeking to
law and to the testimony." Conscience minister to their spiritual needs. Two
is good only when it conforms with workers are engaged in similar work
the law of God, as a clock is good carried on by the World Council of
only if it keeps time with the Sun. Churches.
Many things, attributes and actions
have been approved as "conscientious," which are utterly at variance
with divine law. Jesus said to His
disciples that their very persecutors
would be prompted by the conscience
of their opponents. "They shall put
you out of the synagogues: yea, the
time cometh that whosoever killeth
you will think that he doeth God, service." How was this prophecy fulfilled
in the case of slaughtering Saul of
Tarsus. "I verily thought with -myself, that I ought to do many things
contrary to the name of Jesus of
Nazareth. Which thing I also did,"
etc. (See Acts 26:9-11). But he declares that he "did it ignorantly" (I
Tim. 1:18).
A CONSCIENCE THAT WORKS
INTELLIGENTLY

Relief W o r k — A Spiritual
Ministry
(Continued from page seven)
ministry to the children through
Bible study, singing, stories and
group activity. One M. C. C. worker
devotes full time to work with children. By meeting in rented rooms,
private homes or in M. C. C. centers,
she maintains a full weekly schedule
of Bible classes, flannelgraph stories
and related children's activity including knitting, and sewing. The eager
participation of these children is evidence of the need.
Teaching materials to be used with
children are desperately needed. Two
M. C. C. people and a German translator are engaged in rewriting, adapting and translating English daily vacation Bible school materials from the
Scottdale series. These have been received enthusiastically. The demand
for these materials reached far beyond our own Mennonite circle. We
should produce them in larger quantities.
5. We have a message for nonMennonites. Almost every activity
and contact mentioned above reaches
beyond our Mennonite brotherhood
directly or indirectly. A vital work

One worker is serving as the director of the religious life of the most
active neighborhood center in Berlin
started by the M. C. C. but now operated by a board of German representatives. This ministry is a vital outreach to a totally non- Mennonite constituency.
In recent years one M. C. C. worker has been directing a program of
spiritual ministry to German students
in teacher colleges. Through Bible
studies, conferences, arid personal
counseling this ministry has developed into a movement within student
teacher training schools carrying
with it a genuine evangelical and
warm personal faith that is changing
hearts and lives of future teachers of
German children.
M. C. C. offices are continually answering inquiries of what the Mennonites believe. Personal replies and
pamphlets are sent without charge
to every inquiry. Gospel tracts are
given to beggars who come to the
door to ask for food or clothing.
Questions on peace and non-resistance are answered in personal interviews. Peace literature available in
the German is given freely.
All this activity stems from a relief ministry which God blessed. Let
us enlarge our prayers and material
support so this spiritual ministry
may continue.

Pressure Tightens on East
German Churches
Worldover Press Reports
* LREADY difficult, the position of the
Evangelical Church in East Germany appears headed for a crisis.
Communist pressure is far more intense and open than it was even a few
weeks ago.
Since the change of the Communist government's line from "peace" to
rearmament, the churches have felt
compelled to oppose the overwhelming emphasis on militarization, and
this gives the government a chance to
castigate the churches' stand as
"sabotage." There is a substantial
pacifist element in the churches, but
the burden of Communist pressure is
now being felt more heavily by the
non-pacifist clergymen and church
members, who are not against rearmament on principle, but who are trying to prevent East German rearmament even while supporting defense
measures in West Germany because
they fear an armed Communism.
Church spokesmen feel their attitude
is righteous because the Communist
regime usurped its power and resistance to Communist political leadership is a service to the German people. Nevertheless, the Communists
are losing no opportunity to call such
religionists "traitors."
Religious student groups, according to a Worldover Press correspondent who has been traveling extensively in the Russian Zone, are being
charged with sabotage, and these may
be the first to be totally outlawed.
While the "mass organizations" of
youth (that is, those run by the Communists) are exempted from certain
restrictions, young people in church
groups are prohibited from conducting retreats. Legally, the situation
is that no "unauthorized" (i.e., nonCommunist) groups may bring young
people together where they will have
to sleep one or more nights away
from home unless every young person reports such an intent to the police.: These regulations are said by
young Germans to be more severe
than those in force under Hitlerism.
That government spies attend
church services and write down what
ministers say in their sermons, is
proved by a recent event at Leipzig.
A young people's group affiliated to
the religious "Young Congregation"
was holding a meeting in an Evangelical parsonage. A neighboring
boy who belonged to the Communistdominated Free German Youth, hearing the songs and talk, reported the
gathering to the police. A policeman
soon appeared and informed the
young people that their meeting was
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illegal. When challenged, he produced
"I will undertake, at short notice,
a file of type-written excerpts from for a small sum, and with great exthe sermons of various ministers pectations, to prepare victims for the
against rearmament. At great risk, asylums, poor farms, prisons, and
the young people moved their meeting gallows.
to another place, where it was con"I will furnish an article which
tinued.
will increase fatal accidents, multiply
The strictness of the police surveil- the number of distressing diseases,
lance may be indicated by the experi- and render those which are harmless
ence of a German youth who was bi- incurable.
cycling from his home to a village 12
"I will deal in drugs which will demiles away to attend a party for his
prive
some of life, many of reason,
school class. At a railroad crossing
he was stopped by the People's Police most of property, and all peace;
(sic) who wanted to know why he which will cause fathers to become
was riding away from home at 7:30 fiends, and wives widows, children
in the evening. When he explained, orphans, and all mendicants.
he was informed that if he stayed
with a friend, as he expected, he
would have to report to the police
station nearest his friend's house.
The strictness with which such
regulations are enforced appears to
vary somewhat with the locality. Instances are known in which young
people traveling from West Berlin
through the Russian sector of the city
have been told they need not register
with the police every night on their
journeys. Such relaxations of the
rules, however, seem to be getting
fewer, and the persecution of religious groups is causing an increasingly
critical day-by-day situation for most
church members and their pastors.
"I will cause many of the risinggeneration to grow up in ignorance,
The Naked Truth Saloon
and prove a burden and a nuisance
to the nation.
IN THE 1880's the Naked Truth Sa"I will sometimes even corrupt the
! loon operated by James N. Law- ministers
of religion, obstruct the
rence for several years ran his adverof the Gospel, defile the
tisement, telling the "naked truth" progress
purity of the church, and cause temabout liquor, on the front pages of the poral,
and eternal death.
Idaho Democrat and the Idaho Re- And if spiritual,
any
should
be so impertinent
publican, both published in Boise.
as to ask why I have the audacity to
Mr. Lawrence was one of the best bring such misery upon the people,
known men in Boise. He was one of my _ honest reply is 'Money'. The
the heaviest subscribers to the build- spirit trade is lucrative, and some
ing of every church, and philan- professing Christians give it their
thropy. His hobby was telling the cheerful countenance.
truth.
"I have a license, and if I do not
On February 27, 1886, there ap- bring these evils upon you, somebody
peared his famous ad in the Republi- else will.
can. The ad below is copied from a
"I have purchased the right to dephotostatic copy.
molish the character, destroy the
"Having just opened a commodious health, shorten the lives, and ruin the
shop for the sale of liquid fire, I em- souls of those who chose to honor me
brace this opportunity of informing with their custom. I pledge myself to
you that I have commenced the busi- do all I have herein promised. Those
ness of making drunkards, paupers who wish any of the evils above
and beggars for the sober, industri- specfied brought upon themselves or
ous and respectable portion of the
community to support. I shall deal
in familiar spirits, which will incite
men to deeds of riot, robbery, and
blood, and by so doing diminish the
comfort, augment the expenses, and
endanger the welfare of the community.
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their dearest friends are requested to
meet me at my bar, where I will, for
a few cents, furnish them with the
certain means of so doing."
In the early years of the century
Lawrence retired from active business and lived on his ranch at Star.
He died in 1911. Lawrence had the
unique distinction of being the only
saloon keeper who ever told the real
truth about liquor in his advertising.
—The National Voice.
News Notes
VS Unit to be Opened at Maine General
Hospital
A "Voluntary Service project is being
established at Maine General hospital in
Portland. The position which Mennonite
young men will be filling is that of operating room technicians.
This project will not only enable V.S.
personnel to assist suffering humanity, but
will also provide valuable training for those
interested in medical work. The unit will
be opened as soon as housing and personnel
can be secured.
The Maine General hospital administration is much interested in securing the
services of an M.C.C. unit. Plans call for a
12-man unit. This work is approved by
Selective Service as an alternative service
•project.
The position of an operating room technician is a recently created one and has
been approved by 45 of the 48 states. It
was created to alleviate the shortage of
graduate nurses.
Those expecting to join this unit must
have a high school education and a personality and temperament suitable for
operating room work. Work will consist
of preparing patients for surgery and
assisting physicians during operations.
The Voluntary Service section of the
M.C.C. office in Akron, Pa., is awaiting
applicants so the unit may be opened soon.
Peace Church Representatives Meet
Representatives of the three historic
peace churches — The Mennonites, the
Friends, and the Brethren—met in Chicago
December 5 through 7.
They met for a Continuation committee
meeting which is held for the purpose of
discussing problems of common concern
affecting the historic peace churches. Approximately 35 persons were present.
The Continuation committee consists of
three members—each representing one of
the churches. As occasion presents itself,
the committee calls a larger meeting attended by church representatives.
The committee, organized in 1935, exists
as a "vehicle" by which the three groups
can keep in touch. The larger committee
meetings consist of informal discussions.
At the recent meeting discussions were
concerned with the witness of the peace
testimony, the means of the witness, and
the unfinished task of this witness.
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